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Up to , Toyota had used the Yaris nameplate on export versions of various Japanese-market
models, with some markets receiving the same vehicles under the Toyota Echo name through
Starting in , the Yaris nameplate began to be used in Japan, which replaced the Vitz nameplate.
Since , the nameplate has also been used for the subcompact crossover SUV offering called
Yaris Cross. In North America, the Yaris sedan sold since and the Yaris hatchback sold in the
US from until are rebadged versions of the Mazda2 produced and developed by Mazda. The
name "Yaris" is derived from "Charis", the singular form of Charites , the Greek goddesses of
charm and beauty. The first-generation models were marketed between and under the "Yaris"
and "Echo" names depending on the market. The second-generation models were marketed
between and under the "Yaris" name worldwide. Hatchback and sedan body styles were offered.
The hatchback version was discontinued in late for Asian markets. The third-generation models
have been marketed since under the "Yaris" name worldwide. Originally available only as a
hatchback, a sedan body style arrived in , but it has not been offered in all countries; notably,
the United States and Canada have received only restyled Mazda2 sedans , which have also
been sold side-by-side with Toyota-produced sedans in Latin American and Caribbean markets.
Starting with models introduced in late , only the XP Yaris liftback model was sold in the United
States, the XP sedan model was not offered. The model year XP Yaris Liftback was never
introduced in the United States; Toyota continued sales of the model into January when it was
discontinued. In Mexico, it was sold alongside the more expensive Mazda2-based Yaris R [13]
until It went on sale in Japan on 10 February , while the petrol 4WD variant went on sale in April
Unlike the preceding Vitz-based Yaris models, the standard XP series Yaris variants are only
available in 5-door hatchback bodywork; the bespoke 3-door model is reserved for the
performance-oriented variant called GR Yaris. In Japan, a sharp drop in sales prompted Toyota
to rebrand the Vitz as Yaris in order to expand its middle-aged customer base. Prior to this
generation, the Vitz was an exclusive model of the Netz Store dealerships, while the newer Yaris
is positioned as a widely available all-new compact car. The latter engine option is only
available in RS trim level in Japan. Unlike the standard Yaris, the GR Yaris is only available in
the bespoke 3-door hatchback bodywork. Congratulations to Toyota on a top rating for the
Yaris. We have had to adapt quickly to new working practices, and it is pleasing that the first car
rated this year should have gone so far to address the safety issues that are emerging as top
priorities. After the phase-out of the Scion marque in the United States, the car was renamed as
the Toyota Yaris iA from August for the model year. Both the Mazda2-based Yaris sedan and
hatchback exports to the United States stopped in June due to new regulations and slow sales.
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was the eighth generation of cars sold by Toyota under the Corolla nameplate. Introduced in
May , the eighth generation shared its platform and doors, on some models with its
predecessor. Due to a recession, Toyota ordered Corolla development chief Takayasu Honda to
cut costs, hence the carry-over engineering. This was the last Corolla generation to have an
equivalent Sprinter model, and the Levin sports package upgrade. The previous generation E
Corolla Touring Wagon continued to be sold alongside it. The Sprinter, exclusive to Toyota Auto
Store Japanese dealerships was renamed the Toyota Allex and was modified from a sedan to
four-door hatchback. Japanese models received minor changes in April with new nose, tail and
interior. The rear panel is totally different, therefore the trunk and tail lights are not
interchangeable between the old and facelift models. The new Japanese rear panel is the same
as the European model. Japanese models were replaced by the E in Unlike the Japanese
counterparts, the North American Corolla at this time was only offered as a four-door compact
sedan. A new all-aluminum 1ZZ-FE engine powered all Corollas, making this generation lighter
than its predecessor. This new engine uses a timing chain instead of a timing belt. This
prevents oil burning and valve guide failure in the future. In North America, only sedans were
offered, and all came with day-time running lights. An optional powered sunroof was offered on
the CE and LE models. An optional Touring Package with color matched side skirts, color
matched rear mudflaps, a white faced instrument cluster with tachometer and outside
temperature gauge, and aluminum wheels was reserved for the CE and LE models. The first
batch of Corolla VE's did not have a front sway bar but by June it was included on all models.
The introduced VVT-i optimizes cam and valve timing to reduce emissions, and the addition of
individual coils for each cylinder helped control spark timing to each individual cylinder. The CE
now became a base model still offered in 5 speed manual or 3 speed automatic transmission
and the sporty S served as the new Touring Package which can be had with a 5 speed manual
or 4 speed automatic transmission. As such, no sunroof option was available on the S models.
The 'S' model had very minimal if any performance advantage over the other models, outside of
slightly larger tires, and a slightly stiffened rear suspension, for a minor improvement in
handling: it was mainly a styling and appearance package. The model year was short and was
only produced until the end of to make way for the redesigned model which launched in early
for the model year. Toyota official accessories available through dealerships for all trim levels
of the eighth generation Corolla included a color-coded rear spoiler with LED brake light, front
bumper bar, 6 disc CD changer, sunroof sunshade, trunk cargo net , keyless entry car alarm,
cruise control, gold emblem kit, wood trim dash kit, and black rubber mudflaps. This range had
different front and rear ends to the Japanese models, though the sides and interior remained
mostly the same. It can be distinguished by the round headlights and mesh grille. As a result, a
sporting model with a six-speed gearbox was offered. In Australia, the Corolla liftback is called
Seca. Grades for sedan and Seca are Ascent, Conquest, and Ultima. New Zealand market Es had
the 1. In , the Corolla Spacio , with its body panels stamped at long-time Toyota supplier Kanto
Autoworks, was introduced as a two-box minivan version and sold as the Corolla Verso , which
was technically similar to the Avensis in Europe and the Spacio in New Zealand. The E was the
last generation of Corolla to have an upmarket Sprinter Carib offshoot; for Oceania this was
based on the five-door station wagon. The 3-door hatchback was not sold in Japan, Australia or
New Zealand. Locally produced components were also used, and included items such as tyres ,
seats , trims, and glass. This generation received a facelift in , featuring a different hood,
fenders, headlights, turnlights, grills, front bumper and the new ZZ series engines with VVT-i
replacing the old A series engines, except in Australia. The facelift also saw Toyota's own 2. The
G6 was a special version of the European e11 corolla hatchback, powered by a 1. It was a 1.
This generation of the Corolla was launched in December The SE-G and S-Cruise came
standard with airbags, which made them the first cars to offer this safety equipment in the
Indonesian compact car segment. The facelifted 1. In addition to the bigger 1. On the island of
Batam , where used imports from Singapore are popular, the Corolla GLi E is one of the most

common models, in the private car [5] and taxi [6] segment. Both were powered by the 1. The 1.
G Altis, featuring power windows and locks, a spoiler optional , a digital clock, including an
Alpine 4-channel stereo, standard ABS feature and TVSS Toyota Vehicle Security System
keyless locks, and a and the choice of 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmissions. A
special variant of 1. It was sold together with the E Corolla Altis until From then on it was only
sold to Rent-a-car companies and Taxi operators until being replaced with Toyota Vios. An
additional 1. The XE and GLi variants were given a facelift in The name Corolla Altis was first
introduced for the new additional 1. G Altis variant with similar features as the GLi but powered
by a 1. All were sold until mid, except the XL trim. The E was one of the best-selling cars during
its time in Singapore. It was commonly used as a taxicab there. Many of these cars were
exported to Batam for use as taxis in the s. In Thailand, the Corolla E was launched in The SE-G
and DXi came standard with airbags, which made them the first cars in the Thailand compact
care segment to offer this safety equipment. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
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